Medical Coding with MedDRA

Description: This webinar provides a brief overview of MedDRA; scope, structure, and characteristics of MedDRA; introduction to the MedDRA Term Selection process; Hierarchy levels in MedDRA; application of the terminology in coding clinical data with coding examples under various case scenarios.

This Webinar is designed to provide users who are experiences or new to MedDRA coding an additional hands-on coding experience.

The objective is to develop comprehensive coding skills with discussion on different examples of coding and unusual coding terms.

Contents:
- Why we "code" data - MedDAR Overview
- MedDRA's structure, scope, and characteristics
- MedDRA Term Selection: Points to Consider document
- Basic coding approaches with examples
- Standardized MedDRA Queries (SMQs)
- How to be a certified MedDRA coder
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